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DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT 

 

From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  9/6/2018 7:46:11 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #1 

 

Dear Brother Rudy, 

The SE MI PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA instructed GTL of Florida to obstruct funds sent to my 

account by my brother in JUNE and AUGUST 2018. GTL's toll-free phone is (877) 650-4249. 

I'm broke. CALLS by friends on GTL's dime should end this obstruction. 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #1 

The following is a service to those too busy to keep up with massive news events. It's on the 

2016-2018 COUP D'ETAT attempt by DEEP STATE Communists which I first described in 

"SATANIC DECEPTION; A DE FACTO GOVERNMENT". This is the 2000 to 2018 segment 

of incarnation of SPIRITUAL WICKEDNESS described in EPHESIANS 6:12 and 

REVELATION Chapters 13 and 19. 

 

BACKGROUND 

During Reagan, Bush and in part Obama eras: now former FBI Director James Comey was a 

Deputy Attorney General who worked closely with now former FBI Director Robert Mueller. 

In 2009, Comey left the U.S. Justice Department to work in Lockheed- Martin's intelligence-

surveillance division. In 2009, Comey contacted his old boss and friend, Robert Mueller, to 

help land a $1billion intelligence-surveillance contract with the DOJ for Lockheed-Martin. 

Comey made $6-million in 2009 at Lockheed-Martin via his DEEP STATE contacts. 

Sometime after 2009, Robert Mueller left the Justice Department to work for a law firm that did 

government surveillance contracts. Robert Mueller made $6.3-million in 2 years by using his 

government security clearance and insider SWAMP contacts with the Department of Justice. 

After all aforesaid, Jim Comey, the then Obama Attorney General Eric Holder and Robert 

Mueller worked closely together in the U.S. Department of Justice. Comey became FBI 

Director during the Obama Administration.  

 

2016-2018 COUP D'ETAT 

On and about 30 JULY 2016, the then Assistant Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein and 

the then FBI Director Comey fraudulently signed for FISA warrants based on false information 

from Russian Agents who were paid for by Democratic Candidate Hillary Clinton, the 

Democratic National Committee and the FBI all working together. This false FISA information 

came from former British Spy John Steele of Fusion GPS who contracted with a Russian 

Oligarch-Spy to create the false information used by Comey to get the FISA warrant. This 
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falsely obtained warrant was then used to spy on the Presidential Campaign of Donald Trump 

like done in 3rd-world countries. After Trump was elected President, this false information and 

false FISA Warrants signed for by Rod Rosenstein and James Comey were still falsely used to 

spy on President-Elect Trump. These were and are DEEP STATE attempts to falsely impeach 

and imprison Donald Trump. 

 

The Russian Spy contacts and false FISA Warrant information were organized through a 

private intelligence service, Fusion GPS, run by Glen Simpson. Nellie Ohr, the wife of 

Assistant Deputy Attorney General Bruce Ohr, aforementioned British Spy John Steele, and 

Russian Agent Natasha Vesenitskaya who all worked for and with Fusion GPS. Hillary Clinton 

and the DNC had hired Fusion GPS through Clinton lawyers with intent to isolate Hillary from 

the unlawful spying by the FBI. John Steele was paid by and worked for both the FBI and 

Fusion GPS at the same time. Later on, Steele was terminated from FBI affiliation for lying to 

the FBI but thereafter from JANUARY to NOVEMBER 2017, Assistant Deputy Attorney 

General Bruce Ohr unlawfully continued his contact with John Steele through a "back door" 

after the FBI had terminated Steele and fed the false Russian-made dossier to Robert Mueller 

through Andrew Weissman to create false investigation of President Trump. From 

SEPTEMBER 2016 to NOVEMBER 2017, Asst. Deputy AG Bruce Ohr and Nellie Ohr of 

Fusion GPS were paid large amounts of unlawful compensation from an unidentified source for 

their unlawful contacts (from bank records).  

 

During aforesaid unlawful spying, a number of unlawful actions were also done by FBI SPY 

STEPHEN HELPERS and others to SETUP false appearances of unlawful activity by the 

Trump Campaign and Presidential Preparation Team: 

(1) In JULY 2016, Fusion GPS CEO Glen Simpson met with a Russian Attorney, Natasha 

Vesenitskaya, who worked with Fusion GPS. Thereafter, Vesenitskaya asked to meet Donald 

Trump Junior in Trump Tower for alleged opposition research. After the Trump Tower 

meeting, Vesenitskaya again met with Glen Simpson who had been paid $8-million by Hillary 

Clinton and the DNC to dig up dirt on Donald Trump and his Campaign. This was clearly 

unlawful SETUP by the Democrats and corrupt FBI actors to unlawfully entrap their political 

opponent. 

(2) Later in 2016, FBI Spy Stephen Helpers invited Russian Diplomat/Spy Anatoly Lavrov to 

the Republican Convention after the Trump Campaign win. Lavrov stood in an outside hallway 

as campaign members left the main celebration to go to a private meeting room. At this point, 

Lavrov shook hands with a some Trump campaign members who were later falsely accused of 

"colluding" with Russians by this contact even though Lavrov was an uninvited guest. This is 

one basis for the present coup d'etat against the White House being done by DEEP STATE 

Communists such as the then CIA Director John Brennan (who voted for a Stalinist), the then 

FBI Director James Comey, the then FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, Special Prosecutor 

Robert Mueller, Bruce Ohr, the then FBI Agent Lisa Page, the then FBI Agent Peter Strzok, etc. 

As of 29 AUGUST 2018, a total of 25 persons were fired from the FBI and CIA for their 

involvement in this 3rd-world coup d'etat by Democrat Party Communists. 

 

These COMMUNISTS are applying one plank of their COMMUNIST MANIFESTO to divide 

those they oppose and cause fighting by use of FALSE TALKING POINTS. The 
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COMMUNIST philosophy is that division and fighting will weaken all opposition so the 

COMMUNISTS can more easily take control. See EPHESIANS 6:12. 

 

From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  9/26/2018 12:50:28 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

Dear Rudy & Erin , 

I was thrilled to hear you enjoyed my music. Thanks for the card. God Bless!!! 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #2 (continuing from #1): 

 

Recently used "COLLUSION" is not a criminal act but a falsely created political "talking point" 

designed by the COMMUNIST DEEP STATE to falsely create criminal implications toward 

the targeted victim. This is the changing of meaning of words described in George Orwell's 

book, "1984". It may also be called HEGELIAN DIALECTICS which is giving a word or 

activity the opposite of its real meaning then molding the meaning to an illicit purpose. Let's 

use the COMMUNISTS' "COLLUSION" against them, as they did against their wrongfully 

accused victims. 

 

DEEP STATE #1 exposed unlawful funding to FUSION GPS by HILLARY CLINTON, the 

DNC and FBI to create false appearances of a non-crime called "RUSSIAN COLLUSION" 

against Donald Trump, his campaign, and his Presidential administration. On 25 SEPTEMBER 

2018, it was further discovered George Soros, a foreigner, unlawfully funded this 

"DEMOCRAT PARTY-RUSSIAN COLLUSION" in an attempt to steal the 2016 Presidential 

election from We The People. GEORGE SOROS has, for 60-years, funded hundreds of covert 

COMMUNIST groups within the United States who masquerade as Civil Rights activists but 

are in fact TOTALITARIAN control freaks. George Soros is attempting to overthrow lawful 

government of We The People by funding covert DEEP STATE COMMUNISTS. This is 

TREASON when done by United States Citizens, a violation of U.S. CONSTITUTION, 

ARTICLE III, SECTION 3, and Title 18 U.S. Code, Section 2381; SEDITION when done by 

foreigners, a violation of Title 18 U.S. Code, Section 2383. 

 

Some newly discovered covert actions behind the SEDITION of DEEP STATE #1 came to 

light in 2018, long after Donald Trump was wrongfully ridiculed for saying his election 

campaign was under surveillance by the DEEP STATE. Regarding subversive 2016 activity by 

the FBI: On or about 18 AUGUST 2018, FBI Whistleblower Adam Lovinger exposed that a 

spy named STEVEN HALPER was put into the Trump Election Campaign in 2016 with intent 

to compromise integrity of the campaign. HALPER was put there by the then FBI Deputy 

Director ANDREW McCABE whose wife previously received about $275,000 from HILLARY 

CLINTON and by the then FBI Director JAMES COMEY. While being an FBI spy in the 

Trump Campaign, HALPER accepted millions of dollars from a RUSSIAN front company as 
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HALPER attempted to set up persons in the Trump campaign for a false "RUSSIAN 

COLLUSION" investigation done by Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller in 2017 to 2018. 

By his RUSSIAN contacts, it appears HALPER also attempted to be a point of origin for a 

"RUSSIAN COLLUSION" investigation which resembles in 1993 when the FBI gave real 

explosives to the 1993 World Trade Center bombers. HALPER was intended as the DEEP 

STATE's "Ace in the Hole", an "INSURANCE POLICY", to create a false appearance of 

"COLLUSION" through HALPER's RUSSIAN contacts if he could not entrap persons working 

for the Trump Campaign. It was an unlawful CIA-FBI-NSA sting operation intended to 

overthrow U.S. Constitutional mandates on Presidential Elections; a COUP D'ETAT against 

We the People by DEEP STATE COMMUNISTS. 

 

It was discovered on 15 SEPTEMBER 2018 as result of emails obtained by JUDICIAL 

WATCH: That in JULY 2016 through MAY 2017, the then FBI Agents PETER STZROK and 

LISA PAGE (an intern for Bill Clinton in 1988) held a number of meetings and 

communications with the then FBI Director JAMES COMEY, the then Deputy Director 

ANDREW McCABE and many others about false stories to leaked news media with malicious 

intent to keep Donald Trump from being elected. They were also creating their "INSURANCE 

POLICY" to take Trump out of office in the event he would be elected. These DEEP STATE 

SEDITIONISTS became grossly dismayed after Trump was elected as President. 

 

In FEBRUARY 2017, shortly after Donald Trump was inaugurated as President: The then FBI 

DIRECTOR JAMES COMEY met with President Trump in The White House with a 

preplanned COMMUNIST agenda to take down the lawfully elected President Trump for 

political reasons. JAMES COMEY was subsequently fired as FBI Director after President 

Trump sensed a subversive agenda. In retaliation for the firing, JAMES COMEY unlawfully 

leaked classified FBI documents of the FEBRUARY 2017 meeting to the news media through 

one of COMEY's friends. Since the intended COMMUNIST-generated entrapments of DEEP 

STATE #1 did not work, COMEY did this to start the false "RUSSIAN COLLUSION" 

investigation of DONALD TRUMP done by SPECIAL PROSECUTOR ROBERT MUELLER 

in 2017 to 2018. (Remember, COMEY and MUELLER had made millions of dollars from 

government contractors using their friendship and government contacts like "2 peas-in-a-pod".) 

COMEY leaking classified documents to news media was the first public announcement of the 

previously covert COMMUNIST PLOT to overthrow the duly-elected government of We The 

People. 

 

On 27 MAY 2017, based on a 21 SEPTEMBER 2018 FOX NEWS Report: Deputy Attorney 

General ROD ROSENSTEIN was at a meeting with FBI Deputy Director ANDREW 

McCABE, FBI Agent LISA PAGE, FBI Agent PETER STZROK and two others where they 

plotted to overthrow Donald Trump as President. ROSENSTEIN discussed himself wearing a 

wire to record President Trump as a STING type operation to incite and entrap President Trump 

in a conversation for purpose of declaring Trump as unfit for office under the 25th Amendment. 

FBI Director JAMES COMEY had been party to this intent before being fired in FEBRUARY 

2017. FOX NEWS played a recording of ROD ROSENSTEIN speaking about this intended 

third-world type COUP D'ETAT. In AUGUST 2018, U.S. Congress filed Articles of 

Impeachment that can be initiated on ROSENSTEIN refusing to give Congress emails and 
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memos ROSENSTEIN made on this and other subversive actions. What's next? 

Read EPHESIANS 6:10-12. 

 

From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  9/30/2018 6:34:27 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

Hi! GTL still has not deposited my brother's MO to my account. Now, they blocked my 

phone! Read last title herein on U.S. Senate. 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #3; MODUS OPERANDI 

 

MODUS OPERANDI 

DEEP STATEs #1 & #2 describe how DEEP STATE COMMUNISTS created propaganda 

intended to affect outcome of the 2016 Presidential Election, then to discredit Trump 

thereafter. 

 

A well-known COMMUNIST tactic is to falsely blame an opposing person or party for what 

the SUBVERSIVE COMMUNISTS actually are doing. Such disinformation campaign is what 

MARXISTS did during the BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION, then what the LENINISTS, 

OLINSKYITES, STALINISTS, TROTSKYITES, and DEMONRATS have done to this day. 

It's the MARXIST "BLAME-GAME". 

 

Recent events of the BLAME-GAME involve well-recognized persons: 

(1) HILLARY CLINTON often plays the "BLAME GAME". CLINTON falsely called 

DONALD TRUMP a racist during the election when HILLARY was in fact pandering to 

ethnic, gender, racial and other groups by falsely changing her accent, behavior and 

mimicking their group traits while speaking among them to get their votes in elections. When 

running to be U.S. Senator for NY, HILLARY falsely said, "I just discovered I'm Jewish", to 

win Jewish votes. After winning elections, HILLARY then abandoned her promises to help 

the various ethnic, gender and racial groups because she no longer needed them. HILLARY'S 

elitist discrimination falsely manipulates those she calls "useful idiots". 

(2) In 2016, HILLARY CLINTON, the DNC and FBI subversives paid $8-million to 

RUSSIAN Intelligence Agents with intent to unlawfully influence outcome of the 2016 

Presidential Election with LIES about Donald Trump. They then falsely accused Donald 

Trump of "RUSSIAN COLLUSION" that the DEMONRATS were doing. 

(3) RUSSIAN SPY/Ambassador ANATOLY LAVROV also plays the BLAME-GAME when 

Russia is caught doing wrongs. Such is the 2017 RUSSIAN attempted murder of a former 

RUSSIAN KGB spy living in England. LAVROV then blamed the United States for what 

Russia did. Now, we know why HILLARY had a "RUSSIAN RESET" with MOSCOW when 

she became Secretary of State (birds of a feather). 
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Another tactic of DEEP STATE COMMUNISTS is to gradually change meaning of words 

from the TRUTH. They call this "GRADUALLY INCREASING INCREMENTALISM" or 

simply "INCREMENTALISM". Over a period of years the COMMUNISTS gradually 

reprogram the "GENERALLY DUMB PUBLIC" (GDP) (not FOX viewers) through constant 

media bombardment on TV, radio, INTERNET, various writings, etcetera to their various 

misnomers. Children are also reprogrammed in the Public Fool (school) System to the 

COMMUNISTS' intended new meanings of common words. In this manner, the 

COMMUNISTS change words to their newly-generated meaning so the next generation does 

NOT understand earlier speech and writings in their originally intended context and semantics. 

 

DEEP STATE COMMUNISTS use their tactics to change history to something other than 

what really occurred. This INCREMENTAL change of history is so future generations do not 

know their own history and can be easily manipulated. For example: On 08 SEPTEMBER 

2017, BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA called Truth of the 11 SEPTEMBER 20__ killing of 

Ambassador Chris Stevens in Benghazi, Libya a "conspiracy theory". Secretary HILLARY 

CLINTON, OBAMA and National Security Advisor SUSAN RICE blamed the Benghazi 

attack on a U.S.-made video. It was a long before preplanned Al Qaeda attack that had nothing 

to do with a video. Ambassador Stevens had earlier requested a security increase because of 

likely terrorist attack on the Embassy; CLINTON denied the increase. The OBAMA 

administration instantly rewrote history to hide CLINTON'S malfeasance and fulfill their long 

before preplanned COMMUNIST agenda. 

 

THREATS AND VIOLENCE AGAINST OPPONENTS 

FYI: "ORGANIZING FOR ACTION" (OFA) is a COMMUNIST front group begun and run 

by BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA before 2016. One group affiliated with OFA is "Antifa" 

who violently refuses to let anyone speak against Antifa's viewpoint. Antifa first threatens any 

person with violence who even appears oppose Antifa's COMMUNIST viewpoint (like 

wearing a Christian or conservative slogan on clothing), then physically assaults such non-

Antifa persons who refuse to be intimidated often to the point of severely injuring the person. 

When a conservative or Christian speaker is scheduled to speak at an institution, such as a 

college or meeting hall, Antifa riots, destroys and burns down parts of the institution or 

meeting hall. Antifa, who claims to be anti-fascist is, in reality the fascist. 

 

A RECENT DISINFORMATION EVENT 

Recent U.S. SENATE hearings on Brett Kavanaugh for Supreme Court Justice is a prime 

example of COMMUNIST disinformation tactics. Dr. CHRISTINE BLASEY-FORD claimed 

she was sexually assaulted by Kavanaugh while in high school. Something happened to 

BLASEY-FORD but it does not appear to be what she alleged. 

The following letter to the U.S. Senate is my analysis of what I observed on TV during the 27 

SEPTEMBER 2018 U.S. Senate hearing: 

"CHRISTINE BLASEY-FORD apparently had been hypnotized into claiming Brett 

Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her. She had all the symptoms of persons I knew, who had been 

in the Monarch Project, now declassified as MK Ultra, who had been through multiple levels 

of hypnosis. Hypnotic-induced memories are not reliable. 

BLASEY-FORD could not remember how she got to or from the alleged assault scene 

because that was not programmed into her 2nd hypnotized personality. Her attorney's 
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requested delay in testifying to allow time to get BLASEY-FORD through multiple layers of 

hypnosis. This may have been done by private parties but could have involved DEEP STATE 

CIA like in my book, "Satanic Deception; A De Facto Government". Persons can only be 

hypnotized to do what they choose to do. 

Sincerely, 

Gary M...." 

 

 


